Poor old Fox has lost his socks. Can you design him some new ones?
Can you help Pig find her friends so they can have a picnic?

Well done! Now let's enjoy our picnic tea.

Start
Poor tired Rabbit just can’t get to sleep!
Can you spot five differences between the two pictures?
It's Bear's birthday! Can you draw him a birthday card to say Happy Birthday?
Cat's looking for a book to help her learn to cook. Can you draw some covers for books you'd like to read?
Squirrel is having fun building a snowman. Help her finish by drawing some eyes, nose and a mouth. What else can you give your snowman – how about a hat and scarf to keep him warm?
Mole has lost his spectacles! Can you help him by finding five differences between these pictures?
Badger wants to start a band. Colour in the instruments below so he can play with his friends!
Dormouse is feeling a bit under the weather, but her friends bring her lovely gifts to help her feel better! Can you draw a gift for Dormouse and colour it in?